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DESCRIPTION: 

Inference for incomplete data is  an important research  area in Machine Learning and Statistics due to 

ubiquity of such data in  practice.  Also,  for  multi-class classification the data is frequently imbalanced and 

accounting for this is  called long-tail learning. Although both problems are intensively  studied separately, 

relatively little is known how to proceed in the situation when  the data exhibits both characteristics. 

 The research proposal   focuses on particular types of incomplete data such as  data with label noise and 

positive unlabeled data, and will consider modifications of classical long-tail learning methods   to such  

scenario. In particular the starting point would be  studying properties of  appropriately modified  loss 

functions adjustment and weighting proposed in Menon et al (2020). The project builds upon former  

extensive  research experience concerning inference for Positve Unlabeled data of the  supervisor. The 

problem of  out-of-distribution detection in such a setting is also potential line of research. 

Candidate should  have M.Sc. in Mathematics, Computer Science or Engineering, be knowledgeable in 

Machine Learning and Statistics, including both its mathematical and  computational  aspects, and possess  

sufficient computing skill to effectively implement and analyze proposed methods.  Scientific curiosity and  

eagerness to learn are essential. 

 Candidate should contact the author of the proposal before formal submission of documents 

(jan.mielniczuk@ipipan.waw.pl). 
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